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Fighting raged on Monday between Turkish security forces and Kurdish militants in
southeast Turkey as the cabinet held an unprecedented meeting on the edge of the
restive region to discuss ways of rebuilding its shattered economy.
The Turkish army said 39 members of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) had been killed in
clashes in four towns across the region over the weekend, adding to a death toll that has risen sharply since
the collapse of a ceasefire last July.

Thousands of militants and hundreds of civilians and soldiers have been killed since the PKK resumed its
armed fight against the Turkish state last summer, wrecking a 2-1/2-year ceasefire and peace process.
The government has refused to return to the negotiating table and has vowed to "liquidate" the PKK,
considered a terrorist organization by Turkey, the European Union and the United States.
More than 40,000 people have been killed in the conflict since the PKK took up arms in 1984.

In 2013 the Turkish Government and the jailed
PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan started a new
process regarding the Kurdish question. On 21
March 2013, Öcalan announced the end of
armed struggle and a ceasefire with peace talks.
On July 25, 2015, the PKK finally cancelled their
2013 ceasefire after a year of tension due to
various events when the Turks bombed their
positions in Iraq, in the midst of their defense
against ISIS
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However, since his capture and imprisonment in 1999, the leader of the PKK,
Abdullah Öcalan, has completely abandoned Marxism–Leninism, leading the
party to adopt his new political platform of "Democratic
Confederalism" (influenced strongly by the libertarian socialist philosophy of
communalism) while ceasing its official calls for the establishment of a fully
independent country. In May 2007, former members of the PKK helped form the KCK,
an umbrella organisation of Kurds from Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria. On 20 March
2005, Öcalan described the need for a democratic confederalism and went on to say:
The democratic confederalism of Kurdistan is not a State system, it is the
democratic system of a people without a State... It takes its power from the people
and adapts to reach self-sufficiency in every field including the economy.

democratic
confederalism

Turkish/Kurdish Clashes In Europe

Riot police had to use pepper spray and batons on Sunday to end the skirmishes that erupted
as pro-Kurdish activists confronted participants in a rally supporting Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Frankfurt.

Syria: Emergence of Second Kurdish
“Stateoid”

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Syrian Kurdish parties are working on a plan to
declare a federal region across much of northern Syria, several of their
representatives said on Wednesday. They said their aim was to formalize
the semiautonomous zone they have established during five years of war
and to create a model for decentralized government throughout the country.
If they move ahead with the plan, they will be dipping a toe into the roiling waters of
debate over two proposals to redraw the Middle East, each with major implications
for Syria and its neighbors.
One is the longstanding aspiration of Kurds across the region to a state of their own
or, failing that, greater autonomy in the countries where they are concentrated:
Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria, all of which view such prospects with varying degrees of
horror.

The Rojava conflict, also
known as the Rojava
Revolution, is a political
upheaval, social revolution
and military conflict taking
place in Northern Syria,
known as Rojava. During
the Syrian Civil War, a
coalition of Arab, Kurdish,
Syriac and some Turkmen
groups have sought to
establish the Constitution of
Rojava inside the de facto
autonomous region, while
military wings and allied
militias have fought to
maintain control of the
region. The revolution has
been characterized by the
prominent role played by
women both on the
battlefield and within the
newly formed political
system, as well as the
implementation of
democratic confederalism,
a form of grassroots
democracy based on local
assemblies.
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ERBIL – Security forces of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq arrested Thursday
several Islamic State (ISIS) members in Kirkuk and Zakho, showing the
effectiveness of the Kurdish security forces.
“In Zakho, our forces arrested a network of 12 terrorists,” Hemin Hawrami, head of
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) Foreign Relations Office, told ARA News, adding that
local people have helped the security forces in finding and arresting members of the ISIS
sleeper cell. “People are extremely helpful, they have excellent experience and are
dedicated.”
The suspects were Arabs and Kurds from the Mosul city of Nineveh province,
security sources told ARA News.
Also on Thursday, the Kurdistan Regional Security Council forces released the photos of
three ISIS members who were recently captured in Kirkuk Province.

Economic Collapse of Iraqi Kurdistan
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The Kurds face what their Deputy Prime Minister, Qubad Talabani, describes as the “real existential threat”—the
region’s economic crisis. If this situation does not improve soon, ISIS will be the least of its problems. Indeed, it is
often overlooked that, as a result of the crisis, Iraqi Kurds are now found among the deluge of refugees and
economic migrants from the Middle-East into Europe.
Beginning in 2014, he describes how “we were hit with an economic tsunami which came in four
waves.” The first of these came in February 2014, when the Iraqi government in Baghdad, which has been in
dispute with the Kurds over a number of issues, unilaterally cut the KRG’s share of the federal budget.
This was followed by the emergence of ISIS and its foray into Iraq in June 2014, which led to increased
security and military spending and was followed by a massive influx of two million refugees and internally
displaced persons into Kurdistan.The final hit was the global drop in oil prices that began in mid-2014, which
the KRG failed to plan for during its boom years of 2006-2014 when the price of oil hovered at around $100 a
barrel.
Kurdistan’s two ruling parties, the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), sustained a system of
patronage that, among other things, involved providing superfluous jobs in exchange for political support. This form of artificial job creation—a
small village school or hospital, for example, may have up to 40 government paid guards — has had a devastating impact on the economy.

SULAIMANI — U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said the United States and the international
community would support the Kurdistan Region with the economic crisis the region is
facing, a Kurdish official said on Friday (April 8).
Kerry met the Kurdish delegation headed by Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani in the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad on Friday to discuss the region’s economic
crisis and the liberation of Mosul.
Iraqi Minister of Culture Fryad Rawanduzi, who is Kurdish, told reporters in Baghdad that Kerry
reassured the Kurdish delegation there would be American and international assistance to the
region.
Rawanduzi said Kerry reassured the delegation that the region would have a share of the
assistance given to the Iraqi central government.
Following his meeting with the KRG delegation, Kerry tweeted, “With KRG PM Barzani affirmed US
support for Peshmerga and strengthening cooperation with Baghdad.”

"Russia has decided to change its Middle East policy and state it openly," Fyodor Lukyanov, chief editor of the Russia in Global Affairs
magazine, told RBTH, commenting on the developments in Iraq.
"In terms of the content of cooperation, intelligence services in Europe and the Middle East knew about our interaction with the Kurds long
before the official announcement. There is nothing wrong in cooperation with the forces fighting against Islamic State."
As Lukyanov noted, Russia is saying with this move that it has extensive connections and interests in the Middle East.
He noted that transportation is carried out with the consent of the Iraqi leadership. The weapons include not only anti-aircraft guns, but also
grenade launchers.
"We do not supply the Kurds with portable anti-aircraft missiles or heavy weapons, which requires additional training. It is entirely possible that
we will start to supply light armored vehicles. No more," Yevseyev added.

The peshmerga arsenal is limited and
confined by restrictions because the
Kurdish Region is not an independent state.
Due to disputes between the KRG and the
Iraqi government, arms flow from Baghdad
to Iraqi Kurdistan has been almost
nonexistent, as Baghdad fears Kurdish
aspirations for independence. Peshmerga
forces instead largely rely on old arms captured
from the old Iraqi Army during the 2003 U.S.
invasion of Iraq, in which peshmerga forces
were active. Before that, some weapons were
also captured during the . Following the retreat
of the new Iraqi Army during the June 2014 ISIS
offensive, peshmerga forces reportedly again
managed to get hold on some weapons left
behind by the Army.
Since August 2014, peshmerga forces have
also captured some weapons from ISIS.]
After the ISIS offensive of August 2014,
multiple governments decided to arm the
peshmerga with some light weaponry such
as light arms, night goggles and
ammunition. However, Kurdish officials and
peshmerga have stressed that they are not
receiving enough. They also stress that
Baghdad is blocking even small arms from
reaching the KRG, emphasizing the need for
weapons to be sent directly to the KRG and not
through Baghdad.

Kurds in Iran

On March 22, a number of citizens
were arrested in Sanandaj after a
large public Norooz celebration
for wearing Kurdish outfits and
dancing their folk dances during
the festivities.
The Iran Human Rights website
reports that Sara Milani, Ladan
Sohrabi and Shahla Vakili were
among the detainees and they have
not been released despite the
posting of bail. The report adds that
three members of the Vakili family
who had gone to the police to
inquire about their kin were also
arrested.
Kordpa reports that at least 15
people were arrested in Boukan
following Norooz celebrations and
their fate remains unknown so far.
According to a report on Kordpa, in
the past year, an average of two
activists a day have been arrested
in the Kurdish region of Iran. The
report adds that in the past year,
735 activists have been arrested in
Kurdistan and 63 of those cases led
to prison sentences.

In line with the Turkish
PKK's goals, PJAK
leaders say their longterm goals are to
establish an
autonomous Kurdish
region within the
Iranian state. It is
mainly focused on
replacing Iran's
theocracy with a
democratic and federal
government, where
self-rule is granted to
all ethnic minorities of
Iran, including Sunni
Arabs, Azeris, and
Kurds. Many however
refer to PJAK as a
strictly separatist
organization, pursuing a
complete
disengagement of the
Kurdish regions from
Iran and alliance with
neighbouring Kurdish
regions in Iraq, Turkey
and Syria.

The group is considered a banned
terrorist organisation by Iran,
Turkey, and the United States but not
by the EU, UN and Russia
In August 2015, PJAK claimed killing 33
Iranian soldiers in two separate incidents
with Iran confirming only five casualties. Also
Iran killed 4 YRK member and arrested one
of them.[
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A rough
estimate by the
CIA Factbook
has populations
of 14.5 million
in Turkey, 6
million in Iran,
about 5 to 6
million in Iraq,
and less than
2 million in
Syria, which
adds up to
close to 28
million Kurds
in Kurdistan or
adjacent
regions. Recent
emigration
resulted in a
Kurdish
diaspora of
about 1.5
million people,
about half of
them in
Germany
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Who Are the Kurds?
A Language Group?
Not exactly
Wikipedia: “Commenting on the differences between the dialects of Kurdish,
Kreyenbroek clarifies that in some ways, Kurmanji [Kurdish] and Sorani
[Kurdish] are as different from each other as English and German, giving the
example that Kurmanji has grammatical gender and case endings, but Sorani
does not, and observing that referring to Sorani and Kurmanji as "dialects" of
one language is supported only by "their common origin...and the fact that
this usage reflects the sense of ethnic identity and unity of the Kurds."

}

Kurdish Languages
Not
Considered
Kurdish Languages

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Kurdish (کوردی, Kurdî) is a continuum of Northwestern Iranian languages spoken by the
Kurds in Western Asia. Kurdish forms three dialect groups known as Northern Kurdish
(Kurmanji), Central Kurdish (Sorani), and Southern Kurdish (Pehlewani). A separate group of
languages, Zaza-Gorani, is also spoken by several million Kurds, but is linguistically not
Kurdish

Different Languages/Different Scripts

Sorani alphabet
The Sorani Kurdish dialect is mainly written using a modified Arabic script with 33 letters introduced by Sa'id Kaban Sedqi. Unlike the standard
Arabic alphabet, which is an abjad, Sorani is almost a true alphabet in which vowels are mandatory, making the script easier to read. Yet
contemporary Sorani does not have a complete representation of Kurdish sounds, as it lacks short i, and is also unable to differentiate the
consonant w from the short vowel u, and the consonant y from the long vowel î.

Current Attempt to Create Unified Alphabet

Kurdish Nationalists: Ambivalence Over
Language Standardization

We are in firm belief of "purifying" the Kurdish language as the different dialects are infested with foreign,
Semitic (Arabic), Turkic and Persian words and expressions. A language undeniably creates borrowed words
from geographically and linguistic nearby languages, but when a language is forced upon another, the latter will
loose its integrity, heritage, future and will endanger the cultures survival as a hole.

Back in 2005, a Turkish court fined 20 Kurds 100 lira (US$74) for holding up placards at a New Year's celebration
containing the letters Q and W. The use of those letters—and X as well—violated the law of Nov. 1, 1928 on
Adoption and Application of Turkish Letters, the purpose of which was to change the writing system of Turkish from
the Arabic-based system of the Ottomans to the Roman-based system developed under the secular, modernizing regime
of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.
Now it's true that Q, W, and X aren't exactly winning popularity contests in any language, but what's so repugnant about
them that a law should exist to prohibit their very existence? Well, for starters, they appear in Kurdish but not in Turkish,
and restricting a minority language—Kurdish has historically been spoken by 10-25 percent of the country's population—
is one way to oppress a minority.
And although the fine represented a technically correct application of the statute, enforcement of the law was selective.
Western companies routinely used the banned letters—in advertising and promotion— without consequence, for
example in the case of Xerox Turkey, a longstanding, habitual abuser of the dreaded X.
Or should I say formerly dreaded? After 85 years, the letters Q, W, and X have apparently been legalized as part
of Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan's "Democratization Package" of Sept. 30, 2013.
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Religion Among the Kurds:
Mostly Sunni Islam,
But....

Nearly all Iraqi Kurds consider themselves Sunni Muslims. In
our survey, 98% of Kurds in Iraq identified themselves
as Sunnis and only 2% identified as Shias. (A small
minority of Iraqi Kurds, including Yazidis, are not
Muslims.) But being a Kurd does not necessarily mean
alignment with a particular religious sect. In neighboring Iran,
according to our data, Kurds were split about evenly between
Sunnis and Shias.

Wikipedia:
“As a whole, the Kurdish people are adherents to a large number of
different religions and creeds, perhaps constituting the most religiously
diverse people of West Asia. Traditionally, Kurds have been known to
take great liberties with their practices. This sentiment is reflected in the
saying "Compared to the unbeliever, the Kurd is a Muslim".

Madhhab:
Islamic School of Thought

Kurdistan
One of the many differences between the Shafi'i and Hanafi
schools is that the Shafi'i school does not consider Istihsan
(the personal preference of Islamic legal scholars) as an
acceptable source of religious law because it amounts to
"human legislation" of Islamic law

Kurdish Region Outlined In Red
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“Instead of adherence to the shari`a, Alevis profess obedience to a set of
simple moral norms; they claim to live according to the inner (batin) meaning
of religion rather than its external (zahir) demands.”
http://islam.uga.edu/alevivanb.html
Alevism is a branch of Shi'a Islam that is practiced in Turkey and the Balkans among ethnic Turks and
Kurds, and is related to—though distinct from—Alawism in Syria. Alevis make up 20% of Turkish
Muslims and comprise Turkey's largest religious minority community.

Alevis differ from Turkey’s majority Sunnis and according to some are not Muslims
at all. They drink alcohol, worship on Thursdays rather than Fridays, and
doubt the existence of heaven and hell while revering the Imam Ali,
central to Shia Islam.
“Ours is a kind of secular religion,” says Vedat Kara, a spokesman for many of
Istanbul’s Alevi organisations, who emphasises that men and women worship
together. “But they are trying to assimilate us into mainstream Islam.”

Yarsan or Ahl-e Haqq or Kaka’i is a syncretic religion founded by Sultan Sahak in the
late 14th century in western Iran. The total number of members is estimated at around 500,000 or 1,000,000, primarily
found in western Iran and eastern Iraq, mostly ethnic Goran Kurds.
The Ahl-e Haqq follow the mystical teachings of Sultan Sahak. From the Ahl-e Haqq point of view, the universe is
composed of two distinct yet interrelated worlds: the internal (Bātinī) and the external (zāhirī), each having its own
order and rules. Although humans are only aware of the outer world, their lives are governed according to the rules of the
inner world. Among other important pillars of their belief system are that the Divine Essence has successive
manifestations in human form (mazhariyyat) and the belief in transmigration of the soul (dunaduni in Kurdish).
One aspect the Yarsani faith has in common with Islam is the ghulat Shia Islamic assertion of the divinity or godhead/
godhood of Ali, although it can be identified as Kurdish esoterism which emerged under the intense influence of BātinīSufism during the last two centuries. There are however, some followers of the Ahl-e Haqq who believe that they are
an Islamic group and that all other doctrines contradicting the Quran occurred centuries later by other influences. They
believe that some followers today who claim they aren't Muslim lack knowledge, since the Ahl-e Haqq belief sees Ali as
a perfect example to follow

The Yazidis (also Yezidis) are an ethnically Kurdish religious group indigenous to northern Mesopotamia.
Yazidism is an ancient religion that is strictly endogamous. Yazidism is not linked to Zoroastrianism, but rather
to ancient Mesopotamian religions. Even though they are ethnically Kurdish, Yazidis are a distinct and
independent religious community with their own unique culture. The number of Yazidis in their native lands
have been in decline since the 1990s as a result of significant migration to Europe, especially to
Germany.
The Yazidis are monotheists believing in God as creator of the world, which he has placed under the care of
seven holy beings or angels, the chief of whom is Melek Taus, the Peacock Angel. The Peacock Angel, as
world-ruler, causes both good and bad to befall individuals, and this ambivalent character is reflected in
myths of his own temporary fall from God's favour, before his remorseful tears extinguished the fires of his
hellish prison and he was reconciled with God

Until their immigration to Israel in the
1940s and early 1950s, the Jews of
Kurdistan lived as closed ethnic
communities. The Jews of Kurdistan
largely spoke Aramaic, as a lingua
franca, with some additionally
speaking Kurdish dialects, in
particular the Kurmanji dialect in Iraqi
Kurdistan.
The vast majority of Kurdish Jews were forced
out of Iraqi Kurdistan and evacuated to Israel
in the early 1950s, together with the Iraqi
Jewish community. The vast majority of the
Kurdish Jews of Iranian Kurdistan relocated
mostly to Israel as well, in the 1950s.

Photo: Kurdish demonstration in
Stockholm (Sweden) in late
november 2007

Contemporary Kurdish Christians
An educated guess for the total number of Christian Kurds would place them in the range of tens of
thousands.
The Kurdish-Speaking Church of Christ (The Kurdzman Church of Christ) was established in
Hewlêr (Arbil) by the end of 2000, and has branches in the Silêmanî, Duhok governorates. This is
the first evangelical Kurdish church in Iraq. Its logo is formed of a yellow sun and a cross rising
up behind a mountain range. Kurdzman Church of Christ held its first three-day conference in
Ainkawa north of Arbil in 2005 with the participation of 300 new Kurdish converts. According to other
sources, 500 Kurdish Muslim youths have converted to Christianity since 2006 throughout
Kurdistan. In recent years,the trend of Kurds converting to Christianity continues especially in
northern Iraq (Iraqi Kurdistan) and throughout Kurdistan

A Christian church in the Kurdish city of Dirk in Western Kurdistan.Photo: Rozh Ahmad/Rudaw

But...

Text

Faced with the barbaric actions of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) on their doorstep, a growing
number of Kurds, particularly among the youth, are becoming increasingly disillusioned with the various
interpretations of Islam on offer in the region.
There is an age-old Zoroastrian mantra: “Good words, good thoughts and good actions.”
It still holds for the small but growing number of Zoroastrians living in Iraq’s semi-autonomous Kurdistan
Region.
While some look to secular, Western cultural ideals, others are looking to the past and exploring ancient
Kurdish beliefs. Up until the seventh century Islamic conquests, Kurds across the region were followers of
various pre-Abrahamic faiths, such as Zoroastrianism and Yazidism.
In August this year, the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) officially recognised Zoroastrianism as
a religion. The move elicited mixed reactions.
According to local media reports, around 10,000 have converted to Zoroastrianism in the last year alone.
Some local media reports purport this figure to be as high as 100,000.

Adherents.com
Zoroastrianism
Worldwide there are less than 200,000 Zoroastrians. Many estimates indicate there are only about 100,000 practicing
Zoroastrians. As a proud but dwindling group, Zoroastrians are fairly unified and there is little in the way of
"denominationalism." But there remains a clear division between the two traditional communities -- Iranian ("Gabars") and
Indian ("Parsis"). Although surprisingly similar considering the length of time the two communities were separated from each
other, there are diﬀerences in dress, custom, ritual and understanding. The religious calender is one of the hotly-debated
areas of diﬀerence.
Some issues of modernization are emerging around which there is some internal dissension. The most divisive topic seems to
be that of conversion. Many traditionalists desire to maintain the status quo which disallows conversion entirely, and even
disallows membership in Zoroastrianism to children of mixed marriages if the father is not a Zoroastrian. Some reformminded Zoroastrians fear the strict guidelines are dooming their people to extinction, and they wish to make the faith less
exclusive, perhaps even allowing unrelated converts. Although there are organizations set up to promote both points of view,
such issues are unlikely to cause a complete "schism" in the faith.

The Esoteric Codex: Zoroastrianism
By Gerardo Eastburn

Kurdish Origins
Uncertain Origin of the Word “Kurd”
The exact origins of the name Kurd are unclear. The underlying toponym is recorded in Assyrian as
Qardu and in Middle Bronze Age Sumerian as Kar-da. Assyrian Qardu refers to an area in the upper
Tigris basin, and it is presumably reflected in corrupted form in Arabic (Quranic) Ǧūdī, re-adopted in
Kurdish as Cûdî.
The name would be continued as the first element in the toponym Corduene, mentioned by Xenophon
as the tribe who opposed the retreat of the Ten Thousand through the mountains north of Mesopotamia
in the 4th century BC.

The ethnonym Kurd might be derived from a term kwrt- used in Middle Persian as a
common noun to refer to "nomads" or "tent-dwellers", which could be applied as an
attribute to any Iranian group with such a lifestyle

Origin of the Ethnic Group?
Also Uncertain

Height of the Bronze Age 1300 BCE

Modern Kurdish Area In Red

Earlier Expanion of Indo-European,
Indo-Iranian Languages

ProtoIE

Conclusion
“[The] Kurds
seem to be
descendants of
many ancient
ancestors in
Near-East and
Eurasia, who
spoke over time
various
languages, the
present Iranian
being only the
last one.”

Kurdish National
Anthem

Oh, enemy! The Kurdish people live on,
They have not been crushed by the weapons of
any time
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag
We are descendants of the red banner of the
revolution
Look at our past, how bloody it is
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag
The Kurdish youth rise bravely,
With their blood they colored the crown of life
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag
We are the descendants of the Medes and
Cyaxares
Kurdistan is our religion, our credo,
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag
The Kurdish youth are ready and prepared,
To give their life as the supreme sacrifice
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag

Empire of the Medes, Circa 600 BCE

Pars, hence Persia
Or Fars, hence Farsi
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Non-Muslim Kurdish View
The Kurdish calendar was originally a lunisolar calendar related to the Babylonian calendar, but
is now a solar calendar related to the Iranian calendar. On March 21, 2016, it will be the first
new-day in the Kurdish calendar which is first of Cejnan 2628
It is proposed that the standard Kurdish calendar should start at 612 BC or the taking of Nineveh by the Medes.
According to this if the Gregorian calendar is used as a reference for calculation then it is realized that the simple
equation will give the correct Kurdish year on 20 or 21 March depending on the Gregorian year;
1+ (Actual Gregorian Year + 611) = Kurdish Year
1+ (2011 + 611) = 2623 on March 21, 2011

The Kurds: A Concise Handbook
By Mehrdad R. Izady

Median Empire Yields to Persian Empire

50 BCE
Parthian Empire

Parthia
Proper

First Persian Empire yields to Parthian Empire, which
in turn yields to second Persian Empire

600s: Kurds (Proto-Kurds?) Conquered by Arab
Muslims, Eventually Mostly Converted to Islam,
But Keep their Language

1000 CE

Eastern

(Byzantine)

Political Fragmentation
of Muslim World,
Establishment of Minor
Kurdish Dynasties.
Westward Migration

1500s: First
History of
the Kurds
Wrote Mostly
About Minor
Kurdish
Dynasties,
Vassals of
Larger States
The Sharafnama is the famous book of Sharaf al-Din Bitlisi (a medieval Kurdish historian and poet)
(1543–1599), which he wrote in 1597, in Persian. Sharafnama is regarded as the main source on
Kurdish history. It deals with the different Kurdish dynasties such as, Saladin the Great and his
Ayyubid Dynasty, ancient and Medieval Kurdish principalities in the Middle-East and the Caucasus, as
well as some mentioning about the pre-Islamic ancestors of the Kurds.

Late 1000s: Seljuq (Turkic) Conquest

European/Byzantine Response to Seljuks:
The First Crusades

Sets the Stage for the Most Famous
Kurd in World History
An-Nasir Salah ad-Din Yusuf ibn
Ayyub known as Saladin (1137 –
March 1193), was the first sultan of
Egypt and Syria and the founder of the
Ayyubid dynasty. A Sunni Muslim of
Kurdish origin, Saladin led the
Muslim military campaign against
the Crusader states in the Levant
Under Saladin's command, the Ayyubid army defeated the Crusaders
at the decisive Battle of Hattin in 1187, and thereafter wrested control
of Palestine from the Crusaders, who had conquered the area 88 years
earlier. Although the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem continued to exist until
the late 13th century, its defeat at Hattin marked a turning point in its conflict
with the Muslim powers of the region

Saladin’s Ayyubid Dynasty at his Death, 1193

1600s: Ottoman (Sunni Turkish) Vs. Safavid
(Shia Persian) Empires
Kurds in the Middle

During several periods, as the borders moved progressively
eastward, with the Ottomans pushing deeper into the Persian
domains, entire Kurdish regions of Anatolia were at one
point or another exposed to horrific acts of despoliation and
deportation. These began under the reign of the Safavid Shah
Tahmasp I (ruled 1524–1576). Between 1534 and 1535,
Tahmasp, using a policy of scorched earth against his
Ottoman arch rivals, began the systematic destruction of
the old Kurdish cities and the countryside. When retreating
before the Ottoman army, Tahmasp ordered the destruction of
crops and settlements of all sizes, driving the inhabitants before
him into Azerbaijan, from where they were later transferred
permanently, nearly 1,600 km (1,000 miles) east, into
Khurasan.

Mid 1800s:
Ottoman & Persian Empires Weaken
De Facto Independence
of Minor Kurdish States?

1835:
Kurdish
States

Late 1800s:
More Problems for the
Ottoman Empire
Centralization Initiatives,
Undermine Kurdish
Autonomy
Efforts to Turn the Kurds
Against the Armenians.
Kurdish Forces Engage in
Massacres of Armenians
Initial Development of Kurdish
Nationalism
Sheikh Ubeydullah (died 1883) . Ubeydullah demanded
recognition from Ottoman Empire and Qajar dynasty authorities
for an independent Kurdish state, or Kurdistan, which he would
govern without interference from Ottoman or Qajar authorities

Post WWI: Strong Development of Kurdish
Nationalism
Demands for a Kurdish State

Treaty of Sèvres 1920
Dismemberment of Ottoman
Empire

1923: Treaty of Lausanne
Turkey established, in (almost) its
Modern Boundaries

French British
Control Control
Kemalist Turkey: A Nation-State Based
on Turkish Identity

Turkey: Harsh Cultural as well as
Military Reprisals
“The Turkish state banned speaking and singing in Kurdish. To
write in Kurdish and to publish Kurdish language books,
newspapers and journals was prohibited. The original names of
majority Kurdish cities and towns were replaced with Turkish names.
There was an attempt to rewrite the Kurdish narrative. Kurds, who
would disown their identity and accept being assimilated could have
achieved any rank in the state. But public space was banned to those
who insisted to preserving their Kurdish identity and who were not
ashamed of being a Kurd. The only treatment such resisting Kurds
would get from the former Kemalist regime was oppression and
marginalization.”
Read more: http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2013/08/turkey-post-kemalistcrossroads.html##ixzz3PWebaf4f

1920s, ‘30s: Failed Efforts to Establish
Kurdish States, Rebellions

The Kingdom of
Kurdistan refers
to a short-lived
unrecognized
state
proclaimed in
the city of
Sulaymaniyah
following the
collapse of the
Ottoman
Empire.
Officially, the
territory
involved was
under the
jurisdiction of
the British
Mandate of
Mesopotamia.

The Republic of Ararat or Kurdish Republic of Ararat was a self-proclaimed Kurdish
state. It was located in eastern Turkey, being centered on Karaköse Province. Agirî is
the Kurdish name for Ararat.

Kurdistansky
Uyezd (Red
Kurdistan) was a
Soviet
administrative unit
that existed for six
years from 1923 to
1929.

The United Nations Conference on International Organization (UNCIO) was a convention of delegates from 50 Allied nations that
took place from 25 April 1945 to 26 June 1945 in San Francisco, United States. At this convention, the delegates reviewed and rewrote
the Dumbarton Oaks agreements.[1] The convention resulted in the creation of the United Nations Charter, which was opened for
signature on 26 June.

Iran was invaded by the Allies in late August 1941, with
the Soviets controlling the north. In the absence of a
central government, the Soviets attempted to attach
northwestern Iran to the Soviet Union, and promoted
Kurdish nationalism. From these factors resulted a Kurdish
manifesto that above all sought autonomy and selfgovernment for the Kurdish people in Iran within the limits of
the Iranian state.

The Soviets were generally ambivalent towards
the Kurdish administration. They encouraged
Qazi's administration by practical benevolent
operations such as providing motor transport,
keeping out the Iranian army, and buying the
whole of the tobacco crop. On the other hand, the
Soviets initially did not like the Kurdish
administration's refusal to be absorbed into
the larger Democratic Republic of (Persian)
Azerbaijan, and discouraged the formation of
an independent Kurdish state.The Soviets
allowed for the safe passage of Mustafa Barzani
and his followers into the Soviet Union following
the fall of Mahabad.

1970s: Start of the PKK/Turkish Conflict

1974–1984: Rise of PKK

• March 18, 1977, Haki Karer, a leader of the "Revolutionaries of Kurdistan" group is assassinated in Gaziantep.[8]
• May 18, 1978, Halil Çavgun, another "Revolutionaries of Kurdistan" leader is assassinated by Kurdish landowners.[8]
• November 27, 1978, the founding congress of the Kurdistan Workers' Party is held in the village of Fis near Lice in
Diyarbakır Province.[8]
• December 25, 1978, Grey Wolves commit Maraş Massacre, killing 109 and injuring 176 Alevi Turks/Kurds in
Kahramanmaraş.[13]
• September 12, 1980, General Kenan Evren seizes power, deposing an elected government led by Süleyman
Demirel and his Justice Party in the 1980 Turkish coup d'état. Most of the PKK's leadership move to Syria.[8]
• November 10, 1980, The Turkish Consulate in Strasbourg, France was bombed causing significant material damage
but no injuries. In a telephone call to the Agence France-Presse office, a spokesman said the blast was a joint
operation and marked the start of a "fruitful collaboration" between the Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of
Armenia (ASALA) and the Kurdistan Workers Party.[14]
• September 24, 1981, the Turkish consulate in Paris is attacked by ASALA. Their demands included the release of
five Kurdish revolutionary fighters.[url
• March 21, 1982, imprisoned PKK leader Mazlum Doğan burned himself to death in protest of the treatment of
inmates at the Diyarbakır Prison.

2012 Peace
Initiative
On the eve of the 2012 year (28
December), the prime minister
of Turkey, Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, said that the
government was conducting
negotiations with jailed rebel
leader Öcalan. On 21 March
2013, after months of
negotiations with the Turkish
Government, Abdullah Ocalan's
letter to people was read both in
Turkish and Kurdish during
Nowruz celebrations in
Diyarbakır. The letter called a
cease-fire that included
disarmament and withdrawal
from Turkish soil and calling
an end to armed struggle. The
PKK announced that they would
obey, stating that the year of
2013 is the year of solution
either through war or through
peace. On 25 April 2013, the
PKK announced that it would be
withdrawing all its forces within
Turkey to Northern Iraq

2015 Renewed
Hostilities
The 2015 conflict between Turkey and the PKK
broke out following two year-long peace
negotiations, which began in late 2012, but
failed to progress in light of the growing
tensions on border with Syria in late 2014,
when the Siege of Kobani created an
unprecedented wave of Kurdish refugees into
Turkey. Some of the Kurds accused Turkey of
assisting the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) during the crisis, resulting in
widespread Kurdish riots in Turkey involving
dozens of fatalities

Demographic
Concerns

Meanwhile,
In Iraq
(and Syria)...
States
based
on
Arab
Nationalism
(Ba’ath Party)
The Al-Anfal Campaign, a was a genocidal campaign against the
Kurdish people (and other non-Arab populations) in northern Iraq, led
by Ali Hassan al-Majid in the final stages of Iran–Iraq War. The
campaign takes its name from Surat al-Anfal in the Qur'an, which was used
as a code name by the former Iraqi Baathist government for a series of
systematic attacks against the Kurdish population of northern Iraq,
conducted between 1986 and 1989 and culminating in 1988. The campaign
also targeted other minority communities in Iraq including Assyrians,
Shabaks, Iraqi Turkmens, Yazidis, Mandeans, and many villages
belonging to these ethnic groups were also destroyed.
Sweden, Norway and the United Kingdom officially recognize the Anfal
campaign as genocide

1991Gulf War
US & Allies
Vs. Iraq:
Kurdish
Uprising:
No-Fly Zone
Allows Real
Kurdish
Autonomy
The Iraqi no-fly zones were a set of two
separate no-fly zones (NFZs), and were
proclaimed by the United States, United
Kingdom, and France after the Gulf War
of 1991 to protect the Kurds in northern
Iraq and Shiite Muslims in the south. Iraqi
aircraft were forbidden from flying inside
the zones.

But Kurdish Civil War
Follows
The Iraqi Kurdish Civil War was a military conflict
that took place between rival Kurdish factions in Iraqi
Kurdistan during the mid-1990s, most notably
between the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan and the
Kurdistan Democratic Party. Over the course of the
conflict, Kurdish factions from Iran and Turkey, as
well as Iranian, Iraqi and Turkish forces were drawn
into the fighting, with additional involvement from the
American forces.

In September 1998, Barzani and Talabani
signed the U.S.-mediated Washington
Agreement establishing a formal peace
treaty. In the agreement, the parties agreed to
share revenue, share power, deny the use of
northern Iraq to the PKK, and not allow Iraqi
troops into the Kurdish regions. The United
States pledged to use military force to protect
the Kurds from possible aggression by
Saddam Hussein.

South

North

Now In Alliance:
The Kurdistan List represented a
coalition of the two main ruling
parties in Iraqi Kurdistan, namely
the Kurdistan Democratic Party
and the Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan

Current
Situation

Gorran: Official
Opposition

}

Islamists
Groups

Importance of Kirkuk
2014:
Advance
of ISIS &
Collapse
of Iraqi
Military
Allows
Kurdish
Advance
"The whole of Kirkuk has fallen into the hands of peshmerga," Kurdish spokesman Jabbar
Yawar told Reuters. "No Iraq army remains in Kirkuk now."
The fall of Mosul, the country's second city, to the Islamists sent shockwaves across the Middle
East.

KRG

Kirkuk

ISIS

Government of Iraq

Current
Lines of
Control

Kurds and Turkmens have claimed the city as a cultural capital. It was
named the "capital of Iraqi culture" by the Iraqi ministry of culture in 2010. The city
currently consists mainly of people who self-identify as Kurds, Arabs, Iraqi
Turkmens and Assyrians. With changes in population after the fall of Saddam
Hussein, the US invasion, and the advent of Daesh, most experts believe that
the Kurds make up the majority of the population

Kirkuk Field is an oilfield near Kirkuk, Iraq. It was discovered by the Turkish Petroleum Company at Baba
Gurgur ("St. Blaze" in Kurdish) in 1927. The oilfield was brought into production by the Iraq Petroleum
Company (IPC) in 1934 when 12-inch pipelines from Kirkuk to Haifa and Tripoli (Lebanon) were completed. It
has ever since remained the most important part of northern Iraqi oil production with over 10 billion barrels
(1.6 billion cubic metres) of proven remaining oil reserves in 1998. After about seven decades of operation,
Kirkuk still produces up to 1 million barrels per day (160,000 cubic metres per day), almost half of all
Iraqi oil exports. Oil from the Kirkuk oilfield is now exported through the Kirkuk-Ceyhan Oil Pipeline, which
runs to the Turkish port of Ceyhan on the Mediterranean Sea

M. Izady on
Ethnicity
in Kirkuk

Are The Kurds Engaged in Ethnic Cleansing?

ERBIL, Iraq — War is an ugly business, but in some northern villages scattered near the front line between
Kurdish fighters and the jihadis of the Islamic State, there is growing evidence of a far uglier crime
perpetrated by America’s closest allies in Iraq. For months, humanitarians working in areas wrested back
from the Islamic State have quietly documented a pattern of Sunni Arabs, who were displaced during the
jihadis’ advance, being denied the right to return home.
Witnesses — including a half-dozen aid workers, a European diplomat, and a terrified resident of the affected
area — say the Kurdish Peshmerga, the military force of Iraqi Kurdistan, has an agenda that goes
beyond fighting the Islamic State: establishing the boundaries of a future Kurdish state and moving
the Arabs out.

The Kurdish group said that
researchers at Amnesty
relied on images taken from
websites associated with
some Syrian Arab forces
who have been hostile to
the Kurds. In addition, the
areas where the
investigations were
conducted have been
experiencing constant
fighting in the past by
various militants groups and
the central government
army loyal to Bashar alAssad.
“[We] assure the public
that an organization
similar to the YPG and its
affiliates, whose members
firmly believe in ethnic
and religious diversity and
fight against global
terrorism to achieve peace
and security, would never
tolerate or condone
violations or abuses [that]
might be carried out by its
fighters regardless of their
position or rank.”

Essential Maps, by M. Izady

Taylor & Francis; First Edition edition
(September 3, 1992)

Comprehensive,
somewhat
ideosyncratic.
Izady is probably the
world’s best cultural
cartographer
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